An Introduction to
French A’Level

Welcome to
French A’Level
We are confident enough to say this is
a course like no other. You will become
a self-assured French speaker, whilst
learning about the culture, history,
society and politics of France and the
Francophone countries.

Throughout this PowerPoint, you will
have the chance to practice the
grammar you have learnt, to expand
your vocabulary and knowledge and to
explore some of the topics we learn at
A’Level. Select in the index what you
would like to work on, and follow the
links and instructions.
We can’t wait to see you in September!
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Index
Open a slideshow and click on your chosen activity. When you see
your answers. How many would you do?

WATCH

PRACTICE

❖ “La Haine”

❖ Grammar &
Translation

❖ 'Cyber-société':
cest-quoi-la-5g?
❖ Netflix
❖ Comment on
traite les
criminels
❖ No et Moi

❖ "No et Moi“
❖ Cinéma : le
septième art
❖ La famille en
voie de
changement
❖ Le Patrimoine

READ
❖ "No et Moi“
❖ “La Haine”
❖ Cinéma : le
septième art
❖ La famille en
voie de
changement
❖ Le Patrimoine

click to check

RESEARCH

LISTEN

❖ The film director
Mathieu
Kassovitz

❖ Radio Stations

❖ “Cyber-société”:
C'est quoi, la
5G?
❖ Comment on
traite les
criminels

❖ 6 Francophone
artists and
bands.
❖ Songs ~ Fill the
gap
❖ Netflix

❖ News
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Grammar and Translation
Use your GCSE Grammar & Translation book
to continue practising. This book is a
fantastic tool to get you ready for starting
your A’Level course in September.
Make your own grammar resources, i.e.
flash cards, with the different rules. Keep
them safe so you can refer to them in years
to come. Pay particular attention to those
aspects you find harder.
Drill the verbs tenses in. They are the
foundation of the language. You can use
this website in addition to your book:
Verb Drills

Back to Index
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Cinéma : le septième art
Cinema is a great French cultural asset. We
look at its evolution, amongst other things.
READ: The following article Cannes : D’où vient
la Palme d'or?
PRACTICE your comprehension by completing
the quiz at the end of the article.
Then isolate the verbs in the article. How many
new ones have you found? Create your own
tool (quizlet, flashcards, etc..) to learn them.
Can you write a sentence with each one? How
many different tenses can you spot?

Back to Index
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“Cyber-société”: C'est
quoi, la 5G?
Cyber-society is one of the themes in our
A’Level course. We learn about how the use of
technology has affected daily life in France.
WATCH: This short video C'est quoi, la 5G?
RESEARCH:
❖ The use of technology by French society:
❖ What do they use their smart phones for
❖ Are rural zones well connected
❖ What do they perceive to be the main
dangers

Back to Index
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Le patrimoine
Culture and Heritage are some of the themes
we study at A’Level.
READ: This article Des artisans bâtissent un
château fort comme au Moyen Âge!
PRACTICE your comprehension by completing
the quiz at the end of the article.
Then try to write a short summary (50-70 words)
of the article. Write the summaries in your
simple GCSE vocabulary so it is written in your
own words rather than copied from the
articles.

Back to Index
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Comment on traite les criminels
We learn about criminality in francophone countries. In particular we explore how
criminals are treated by the State.
WATCH this short video about the conviction
of the French ex-president Nicolas Sarkozy
Est-ce qu'un président peut aller en prison?
RESEARCH
❖ What kind of sanctions can a French
Court give
❖ Compare them to the sanctions the
English Courts give

Back to Index
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La famille en voie de changement
In our course we learn about the changing nature of French families, and we explore
the roles of its members, the different types of families and how couples live
nowadays.
READ the following piece from La famille
PRACTICE your comprehension by
completing the quiz at the end of the
article.
Then try to write a short summary (50-70
words) of the article. Write the summaries in
your simple GCSE vocabulary so it is written
in your own words rather than copied from
the articles.

Back to Index
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La Haine
At A’Level we study and analyse “La Haine”, the
1995 French independent black-and-white
drama film written, co-edited, and directed by
Mathieu Kassovitz.
READ: follow this link and read about the
context of the film: La Haine - Context
RESEARCH: Mathieu Kassovitz, his work.
WATCH La Haine - the film

Back to Index
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No et Moi
No et Moi is a Prix des Libraires-winning
novel by Delphine de Vigan. We study her
and her novel at A’Level.
WATCH the trailer of the film version of No et
Moi, trailer
PRACTICE
❖ Write a couple of paragraphs in French
about what you think this book is about,
and what do you think it happens at the
end.
Book shop You can buy the book, as well as study
guides in this link.

Back to Index
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Les Journaux
In this course it’s essential you keep up to date with
current affairs in the Francophone world. Here are
some news outlets we recommend. You can read
the news first in English and then contrast in French.
You can download their apps on your mobile.

20minutes

france24

BBC US &
Canada
BBC France
BBC Africa

Back to Index
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Radio Stations
Online
Listening to native speakers and original materials
helps you improve your language skills. You can
choose a radio station in this link or download their
apps on your mobiles.

France Radio Stations

Back to Index
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Learning French Through Songs
Follow the links. Complete the “fill the gaps” listening exercises and check your score.

LISTEN
PRACTICE

Back to Index

Le Temps De
L'Amour

Elle M'a
Aimé

Déjeuner En
Paix

Fill the gap

Fill the gap

Fill the gap

1960s

Pop/flamenco

Post punk, pop music

Sur La Lune

Je Ne T'aime
Plus

Dis-lui Oui

Fill the gap

Fill the gap

Fill the gap

Hip hop

Latin alternative

Chanson
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3 French Series and
Films in Netflix
You can find these French series and films both in
English and the target language. Challenge yourself!

Twice upon a
time (series)
Months after a
crushing breakup, a
man receives a
mysterious package
that opens a portal
to the past -- and
gives him a chance
to win back his ex.

Back to Index

The Climb
(film)

Paris is us
(film)

A young SenegaleseFrench man from
humble roots sets out
to climb Mount
Everest to impress the
woman he loves -and slowly becomes
a media sensation.

Amid a turbulent
romance and rising
tensions in Paris, a
young woman finds
herself caught in a
dizzying spiral of
dreams, memories
and what-ifs.
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6 Francophone Artists and Bands
Some artists and bands for you to google and listen to.

Back to Index

Roméo
Elvis

Suzane

L.E.J.

Rap and hip hop

Electropop

Hip hop/rap

Angèle

Grand Corps
Malade

Zaho

New wave French
pop

Poetic Parisien
slam rap

R&B
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